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Wellspring is printed on paper which contains 100%
recycled fibre. It is also certified by the FSC (Forest
Stewardship Council) and ISO 14001 EMS accredited. We
have also made an online version available at endeavour.
edu.au/wellspring as part of our efforts to reduce our
carbon footprint and paper consumption.

FIRST WORD

The embodiment
of success
When pondering how to set the tone for this
issue of Wellspring I took to flipping through
previous issues in search of inspiration. And
there it was in abundance.
From turning the (little bit dog-eared) pages
of our very first edition in 2012, through to
the Summer 2015 issue I was reminded of
the very reason Wellspring was born –
to tell the stories of our alumni and to
unashamedly showcase their achievements.
And as the magazine itself has matured and
blossomed it struck me that the depth and
breadth of careers in the flourishing wellness
industry has taken the same course.
Just as we predicted, Endeavour graduates
are now embarking on careers and
entrepreneurial ventures that weren’t
thought of a short few years ago… or are
taking a fresh and innovative approach to a
tried and tested way of working in the sector.
Take this issue’s cover star Katherine Maslen
by way of example. The Brisbane based
naturopath and Endeavour alumna is turning

the traditional clinical practice formula on its
head. Her progressive approach to client care
has transformed a practitioner supporting
patients from a room under her house to one
of Australia’s most successful multi-modality
clinics (and thus a successful small business)
only a few years later.
Katherine’s undeniable success is
compelling… and she’s not alone. Many of
her peers are now riding the crest of the
wellness wave. In fact, top tier advisory firm
Deloitte recently gave a nod to this shift
when it predicted no market was likely to see
greater growth in the next two decades than
preventative health and wellness services.
Tenacity is a quality shared by many of
the success stories featured in Wellspring
Magazine. On that note, we are delighted
to share insights from four big thinkers
who learnt from mistakes made in their
first business to achieve great heights after
dusting themselves off.

This edition’s flip feature special covers
the topic of sleep in depth starting with
the journey of international best selling
author Tim Ferriss. We hope the thinking,
tips and stories shared ensure you
become well rested.
Keep on sending in your ideas, blog
thoughts, feedback… and thank you for
mentioning us on many social media feeds.
It’s how you help us spread the news about
complementary medicine and natural health.
Yours in wellness
Carolyn J Barker AM
Chief Executive Officer
Endeavour

It was also fascinating to dive into the
topic of sleep... precious, precious sleep.

HASHTAG WIN
Our readers are the heart of Wellspring
Magazine and nothing makes us happier than
hearing from you with your reactions and ideas
to our articles. Keep talking to us over Twitter,
Facebook and Instagram by using the hashtag
#wellspringmagazine and #futureofwellness.
Next issue we will give one lucky reader
who posts their feedback a Perfect Potion
Aromatherapy Essential Oils Kit containing
eight 5 mL pure essential oils with a diverse
range of aromatherapy properties worth $71.95.
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Katherine Maslen at the launch for her book – Get Well, Stay Well

INTERVIEW

NATURAL MEDICINE
RENEGADE SHIFTS FOCUS FROM
‘SICK CARE’ TO HEALTH CARE
Naturopath Katherine Maslen’s quest to promote the importance of preventative healthcare has
seen her build one of Australia’s most successful multi-modality clinics, become known as a media
commentator and realise her dream of becoming a published author… all before her thirty-first birthday.

by Nina Tovey
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Katherine’s drive to help people achieve optimum
health before sickness sets in led her to invest her
life savings into the launch of her Brisbane Natural
Health clinic in 2011.
Four years later Katherine’s unique business
has experienced rapid growth, supporting
5,000 clients and generating almost
a million dollars in turnover in the last
financial year alone.
Brisbane Natural Health recently expanded
into a new premises and employs a team of
nine health practitioners from conventional
and complementary medicine backgrounds –
including naturopaths, chiropractors,
acupuncturists, musculoskeletal therapists,
hypnotherapists and energetic healers.
“I started Brisbane Natural Health to prove
to people good health means so much more
than not being sick – it can shape your life
experiences and change the way you see the
world. I want to bring health information to
people in a fresh way and motivate them to
make self-care a priority,” Katherine said.
Katherine believed it was the progressive
approach she applied to client care which
saw her business earn its place as one of
Australia’s most successful multi-modality
clinics.
“We have so many advantages when it
comes to looking after people because of
6
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the way the business is structured. We
share our expertise to support our clients
from every angle – we share files, write
each other client notes after sessions and
have meetings where we workshop the
best way to support particular clients,”
Katherine said.

“We call our clients to check how they are
feeling – it gives us the chance to offer
additional support, answer any questions
or correct any misunderstandings they may
not have thought to call us about. It also
means it is less likely clients fall off our radar
without telling us why,” Katherine said.

“We are constantly changing things up. We
recently launched a health package where
clients sign up for a set number of sessions
to treat a particular issue and are treated
by the practitioners of their choice from our
team, under the care of one case manager.”

Coming up with new and innovative ways to
market themselves has also paid off.

“We also spend that little bit longer finding
out how our clients are on a holistic
level through digging deeper during the
consultation process, and are very clear
on what type of health outcomes can be
expected. We find these steps help us
better assess and treat people, as well as
develop stronger and more sustainable
client relationships.”
Katherine said she had increased client
retention by 20 per cent simply by staying in
touch with clients in between sessions.

“We sent this quirky skeleton key ring to
our clients with a reminder to sit up straight
and gave them a call to touch base. Injecting
some fun into the experience worked well
and resulted in many appointments being
set up,” Katherine said.
“We also have a referral program called
Perkville which offers clients loyalty points
for each person they refer to the clinic. This
type of thinking has really helped us grow.”
Katherine’s interest in natural medicine
arose when she watched a close friend
struggle for years with the autoimmune
disease lupus.
“I watched illness dictate the way Jenny
lived her life. It seemed her medication list
would keep growing as each new problem

INTERVIEW
arrived. I witnessed her condition worsen
until her journey ended at the age of 52. I
knew there must be a better way than this,”
Katherine said.
After Jenny’s death, Katherine decided to
explore alternative options of healthcare
which led her to study herbal medicine and
naturopathy with Endeavour College of
Natural Health.
“I was so blown away there was a whole
world of effective medicine out there, and I
made it my mission to learn all I could and
share it with the world. I dedicated myself to
teaching people the basics of preventative
health care and showing them they don’t
have to wait for disease to occur,” she said.
After graduating Katherine started practising
from a room under her house, and worked
for another multi-modality clinic before
launching Brisbane Natural Health.
Now Katherine actively seeks opportunities
to mentor others looking to join the natural
health industry.
“We recently worked with four Endeavour
College students who volunteered to
support our recent clinic Open Day. In return
we invited each volunteer to spend a day
sitting with us for consults and asking us
questions. We’re also looking to launch
a graduate program which will be a big
milestone for our business.”
Katherine believes in ‘giving away’ as much
of her knowledge as possible to change the
way more people feel about health through
regular blogging, workshops, webinars,
media interviews and her popular YouTube
video series “2 Minutes to Health” which
dissects common health concerns in a
punchy and powerful format.

I was so blown away there was a whole
world of effective medicine out there,
and I made it my mission to learn all
I could and share it with the world.
“The idea behind Get Well, Stay Well came
about when I was sitting with my clients
wishing there was a well rounded book I
could recommend about what our bodies
need to achieve optimum health. It was in
that moment I decided to write it for them!”
Katherine said.
Split into three sections – ‘Know Your
Body’, ‘What’s the Problem’ and ‘How to
Fix It’ with 20 nourishing recipes sprinkled
throughout – Get Well, Stay Well uses
naturopathic principles to help people quickly
realise when their body is out of balance and
empower them with the knowledge to get
their health back on track.
“Publishing my book has been my
proudest moment. I worked really hard
to ensure it was something people could
pick up anywhere in the world, read a
chapter and put a positive change into
practice immediately.”
Get Well, Stay Well has launched to wide
acclaim, with praise from patients and
health practitioners alike.
Naturopath and founder of Ubud retreat
Natural Instinct Healing Kate Reardon
recently took to social media to share her
reaction to the book.

“I have read Get Well, Stay Well from cover
to cover and I tell you it is one of the best
‘health books’ I’ve ever devoured. Everyone
should have a copy of this book as a
personal reference for their own health and
wellness journey,” Kate said.
Taking her own advice by not letting her
business consume her has been important
to keep Katherine energised despite an
intense workload.
“I put in a lot of hours but I know I’m
working towards something important. I
also carve out a few holidays every year
where I make sure I have no access to the
internet and I can completely shut off and
rejuvenate. Interestingly, it is during these
periods where some of my best work ideas
come to me,” Katherine said.
“I’ve found leaving your usual home and
work environment can do wonders for
your creativity.”
With a second book already on the way,
a thriving practice and regular media
appearances as a health commentator,
you get the sense Katherine’s star will only
continue to rise.
naturopathbrisbane.com

What followed was Katherine’s decision
to take her message even wider with the
release of her book.

Katherine on…
The role natural medicine
plays in her own life
“I’ve seen an energetic healer for the last
15 years which has been enormously helpful
for me. I love acupuncture to help me feel
more balanced during times of stress, and
I also take herbal medicine and adaptogens
for this reason as well.”

How she recharges
“I literally have to schedule time for myself
in my week to make sure it happens. I have
set hours when I exercise and prepare
meals. It helps me keep on top of looking
after myself, which is so important when my
schedule is so busy.”

What she’s learned
about social media
“You need to be helpful in order to
connect with your audience. All you
need to be asking yourself is ‘how
can I help people?’. 90% helpful and
10% selling is a good formula.”

Get Well,
Stay Well
$24.95

Buy online at
endeavourbookstore.com.au
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